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A few takeaways

All disease are caused by a biological conflict .( apart from poisoning) .
How we perceive it is very individual.
The nature of the biological shock will determine the part that will be 
affected.
What we develop is an expression of our experience.
It can manifest, resolve or dissolve just as quickly as it can manifest the 
moment you resolve the conflict, the moment you find a solution or come 
to terms with something is when you actually enter the healing phase.
It is the brain and the organ that reacts but it is the psychic that rules.

We become desensitised to the tracks the more we observe.

Toxin and eg. detox, -we have to understand the biological mechanism to be 
able to even effectively use those different kinds of therapies.
We have to understand all those modalities in the context of Dr Hamer’s 



findings ie. the 5 biological laws.

The number one illness is fear.

It is not only biology, it is a spiritual process. 

We have to take responsibility for our actions, if we do not make changes in 
ourselves , then, we do not change spiritually. Sometimes an illness will force 
us into this position of self introspection and soul searching.

⸻

At around minute 50 quite informative.

If people do not own it, eg. what happened when you were a child, how do you 
make it available.

-It depends if they come out of their own volition or are brought by someone else 
they may not be ready for it.
-If they come out of their own volition  means that they are already exploring 
something that is different from traditional medicine. 
That means that they are already thinking at a different level, their experience is at 
a different level, they are spiritually at a different level, they are willing to explore 
self to figure out the cause of their disease.

Feels that Dr Hamer’s finding will lead us to a higher level of spiritual development 
because of what it implies. It says that a biological shock, which is a terrible 
experience, life threatening in many cases and that is why we have such strong 
physical responses.
It is a very negative experience and it touches the soul.
Cancer, disease of the soul.( first book Dr Hamer wrote)

The soul is the psychic, it is that who responds  to a biological shock.
So we always are looking for answers once we have a biological shock, we attract 
experience just to facilitate  a solution  somehow.



This is a spiritual process , it is not just biology.

It is a spiritual process especially in human where we have the ability of higher 
thinking, we can rationalise , we can look at the spirit whereas other mammals do 
not have that ability. Their subject simply, to conflict activity and conflict 
resolution and what their body does with it.
We are operating on a completely different  level to that.

Because of that, it also gives us the opportunity to develop more spiritually, 
because  we have to look at taking responsibility for our own action, that is the 
first thing.
If we do not make changes within ourself , then, we do not change spiritually.

Sometimes an illness will force us into this position of self- introspection and soul 
searching, if you will.

And even in some very serious cases where we were unable to facilitate a 
turnaround because they have they have developed other things in the process of 
their cancer experience we see that the soul leaves much lighter then they had 
when they carried the burden of all of  this conflict.

So this is a very deep spiritual process and we have to appreciate that.

⸻

Dr Hamer was also a theologian , he had his doctorate in theology so he 
understood all of this. Thinks this is why he was probably so open to this concept 
of a biological  shock affecting the physical body.

He and his wife had a series of discussion and both understood that it was the 
trauma they both experience under the death of their son that was responsible for 
the onset of their disease.
This is all meant to be. Thinks is was very timely that Dr Hamer came onto the 
scene in the early 1980’s



—-
It is giving us an opportunity , especially in the crisis that we are going through 
right now.

If it was not from knowing the biological laws , may not have been able to suss it 
out that it was a scam from the beginning.
Her heart pours out to all those people who still believe in the old paradigm that 
cannot differentiate between what is real and what is perpetuated.

—-

The 5 biological laws:

* -Page 7 -  the 2 phases graph
-Page 12 - areas of the brain and steering of microbes by part of the brain
http://www.free-new-medicine.com/download/797/

Everything begins with a biological shock, an  unanticipated event.
It is like being struck by a bolt of lightning. Not everyone can connect with that , so 
it is something you did not expect to happen. 
Depending on the individual, some people experience it very deeply. Others  have 
a wall up straight away and do not allow themselves to experience it as most 
people would experience it, so they  remove themselves from that experience 
straight away and that is why they cannot connect with it as a bolt of lightning.

So we have this unanticipated event, we go into the first phase.
This is  the law of 2 phases 

- The  first phase the conflict active phase, here we are in the stress  phase , fight or 
flight, we have all the stress phase symptoms, we cannot sleep, cannot eat, we 
concentrate only on that problem, we feel cold, we wake up at 3 am.
Some stress phases are never resolved.



It does not necessary mean that you are going to get sick.
It all depends on the part of the brain that was affected.

-If we are talking about the old brain , the pons of the brainstem we could 
potentially develop a cancer that grows during the conflict  activity.
-But if it strikes a different area of the brain like the cortex - the cerebrum   , then, 
we can live to be 100 during that conflict active phase.

Nature has also given us the ability to downgrade these conflict otherwise we 
would just die of the stress. So the conflict is downgraded usually over about 12 
weeks and it downgrades to a manageable level.

If we resolve this conflict and , if it is from the old brain, the tumour that grew 
during the active conflict phase ,it stops growing.
And if we have the available microbes in the body, then, those microbes will begin 
to degrade that mass.

If something affected the cerebral cortex, eg. where we have the milk ducts of the 
breast in the sensory cortex of the brain, then the repair phase kicks  in as soon as 
we resolve the conflict, this is when we have the tissue swelling, the so called 
nodules will form during the healing phase , the repair phase .
( image page 11- http://www.free-new-medicine.com/download/797/  )

This will only grow to a certain extent. Because the conflict active phase and the 
effect of the healing phase are usually in balance and it will only grow to a certain 
degree , it will stop growing and the body will attempt to degrade that.

The third biological law  has to do with the ontogenic  system  of tumour, the area .
Some , depending on the area of the brain where the conflict activity is located 
that will develop into a tumour that will grow during the conflict active phase or a 
tumour that will grow when the conflict is resolved.
Page 10 - embryonic germ layers. 
http://www.free-new-medicine.com/download/797/



The 4th biological law is very important for us to understand, microbial activity.
Because here, what we are looking at is the affinity of certain microbes to different 
germ layers, in other worlds, different tissues:

-Anything to do with the old brain, the pons of the brainstem will involve different 
the oldest microbes.
Here we are looking at evolution again. So the oldest microbes are TB 
mycobacteria and fungi. Their job is to caseate and to degrade anything that 
developed during the conflict active phase.

-Then we have the cerebellum  which is the next addition to our brain , which is 
still part of the old brain so it will make use of those microbes, not so much the 
fungi but of some forms of mycobacteria that are related to TB mycobacteria and 
the oldest bacteria known to man. And again, these are used to degrade tumours.

-As we evolved we developed the cerebral medulla or the white matter of the 
brain and that has jurisdiction over our skeletal structure, the connective tissues, 
the joints, the muscles and everything that is involved with movement.
Those tissues , during the conflict active phase, they will degrade, they will 
necrotise, in other words they will lose mass. But , when we resolve the conflict, 
the newer  additions to the microbial family , the other bacteria, they will help to 
restore that tissue, and here we can be looking at the  lymph, we could be looking 
at the bone.
So there will be microbes available to help to rebuild.

-The newest addition to the brain is the cerebral cortex.
Originally Dr Hamer believed that this is where we had the control centre for 
viruses but he changed his mind over the years as there was no conclusive 
evidence that there were actually viruses. All they really saw  under the 
microscopes were ‘antibodies ‘ or proteins. It was when Dr Hamer and Dr Lanka 
met in the year 2000 when DrHamer took a closer look at the so called virus 
theory. Finally, he officially published in  2009 that there was no evidence that 
there was a virus.
And all the tissues that repaired in the healing phase did this on their own but 
there were byproducts that they were able to isolate as a result of these healing 



phases known as antibodies or proteins and this is what traditional  medicine 
eventually called viruses.
But as we know now, there is not such a thing as a virus, it has never been proven 
or isolated  underneath an electron microscope. The jury is all out on that.
It is all very interesting how it all fits in with Dr Hamer’s biological findings.
Of course it was, only through understanding of GNM and what Dr Hamer 
discovered that she was able to understand at the start of the year 2000 could not 
possible be happening, this was orchestrated somehow.

—-

Anxiety -is what we call a constellation, it takes two areas  of the brain to be 
simultaneously affected. We are talking about the frontal lobe.
We know each relay  also has a connection to the organ.
When both hemisphere are affected simultaneously that means that whatever is 
going on organic level has been downgraded to the point that there is no activity. 
So we just get the emotional response, that is nature taking care of us .
But unfortunately we do experience an anxiety.
Once we begin to observe and understand the origin of the anxiety we can control 
it and ultimately get rid of it all together. 
This is where a CT of the brain would be very helpful. These tracks also register, 
there could be other areas of the brain that are  simultaneously affected that 
would give us a clue as to the origin of the anxiety.

The origin can be in the very early childhood and get triggered by something in 
our environment constantly.

The majority of our conflicts occur in the first 20 years of our lives. 

When we have a resurfacing of the conflict or the conflict is triggered for the 2nd 
time that we actually do get the physical response. Believes the same applies to 
anxiety and what is called mental disorders or constellations. 
The universe is generous. Otherwise, if we constantly responded immediately to 
all these biological shocks we would not live to be older than 30. It had to be a 
mechanism that would save us from that so that we could live longer.



—-

Metastasis is linked to the shock of diagnosis for people to be aware of that is 
really empowering.
For some people it is frightening as well , especially if they just had a diagnosis, 
but from her experience , it is not the first shock that will present in the future, it is 
the second shock.
If people are newly diagnosed they do not have to worry about that, we work them 
through and once they really understand these biological principles it does take a 
great deal of stress away from them and what they are dealing with.
From there  on, it is a matter of dealing with it on the right way on not just doing 
absolutely everything that is out there because ultimately that will lead to our 
demise.


